In previous work we have developed and prototyped a silicon compiler which translates a functional language (SAFL) into hardware. Here we present a SAFL-level program transformation which: (i) partitions a specification into hardware and software parts and (ii) generates a specialised architecture to execute the software part. The architecture consists of a number of interconnected heterogeneous processors. Our method allows a large design space to be explored by systematically transforming a single SAFL specification to investigate different points on the area-time spectrum.
INTRODUCTION
In [8] we introduced a hardware description language, SAFL (Statically Allocated Functional Language), and sketched its translation to hardware. An optimising silicon compiler for SAFL targetting hierarchical RTL Verilog has been implemented [13] and tested on a number of designs, including a small commercial processor 1 . SAFL is a first-order functional language with an ML [6] style syntax. We argue the case for functional languages over (say) Occam on the grounds of easier and more powerful program analysis, transformation and manipulation techniques. The essential features of SAFL can briefly be summarised as follows:
• programs are a sequence of function definitions;
• functions can call other defined functions but recursive calls must be tail-recursive 2 . (Section 2.5 addresses the exact technical restrictions.) This allows our SAFL silicon compiler to:
1 The instruction set of Cambridge Consultants XAP processor (see www.camcon.co.uk) was implemented. We did not include the SIF instruction. 2 Section 2.6.3 shows how this restriction can be removed by mapping general recursive functions into software.
• compile SAFL in a resource-aware manner. That is we map each function definition into a single hardwarelevel resource; functions which are called more than once become shared resources 3 .
• synthesise highly parallel hardware-referential transparency allows one to evaluate all subexpressions in parallel.
• statically allocate the storage (e.g. registers and memories) required by a SAFL program.
The SAFL language is designed to facilitate source-to-source transformation. Whereas traditional "black-box" synthesis systems synthesise hardware according to user-supplied constraints, our approach is to select a particular implementation by applying transformation rules to the SAFL source as a pre-compilation phase. We have shown that applying fold/unfold transformations [2] to SAFL specifications allows one to explore various time-area tradeoffs at the hardware level [8; 9] . The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate how hardware/software partitioning can be seen as a sourceto-source transformation at the SAFL level thus providing a formal framework in which to investigate hardware/software co-design. In fact we go one step further than traditional codesign since as well as partitioning a specification into hardware and software parts our transformation procedure can also synthesise an architecture tailored specifically for executing the software part. This architecture consists of any number of interconnected heterogeneous processors. There are a number of advantages to our approach:
• Synthesising an architecture specifically to execute a known piece of software can offer significant advantages over a fixed architecture [12] .
• The ability to synthesise multiple processors allows a wide range of area-time tradeoffs to be explored. Not only does hardware/software partitioning affect the area-time position of the final design, but the number of processors synthesised to execute the software part is also significant: increasing the number of processors pushes the area up whilst potentially reducing execution time (as the processors can operate in parallel).
• Resource-awareness allows a SAFL specification to represent shared resources. This increases the power of our partitioning transformation since, for example, multiple processors can access the same hardware resource (see Figure 1 for an example).
A brief overview of the SAFL language
SAFL is a language of first order recurrence equations; a user program consists of a sequence of function definitions:
Programs have a distinguished function, main, (usually fn) which represents an external world interface-at the hardware level it accepts values on an input port and may later produce a value on an output port. The abstract syntax of SAFL expressions, e, is as follows (we abbreviate tuples (e1, . . . , e k ) as e and similarly (x1, . . . , x k ) as x):
• variables: x; constants: c;
• user function calls: f ( e);
• primitive function calls: a( e)-where a ranges over primitive operators (e.g. +, -, <=, && etc.);
• conditionals: e1 ? e2 : e3; and
See Figures 3 and 4 for concrete examples of SAFL code.
Comparison with other work
Although there has been a lot of work on using functional languages to describe circuits concisely, e.g. muFP [14] and Lava [1] by Sheeran and Hydra [10] by O'Donnell, it seems as though the direct compilation of functional languages to hardware has been less well-studied. Our approach takes SAFL constructs (rather than gates) as primitives allowing our SAFL compiler to perform a number of high-level analyses and optimisations. (A more detailed comparison of SAFL with other hardware description languages can be found in [9] ). The idea of converting a program into a parameterised processor and corresponding instruction memory is not new; Page described a similar transformation [12] within the framework of Handel [11] (a subset of Occam for which a silicon compiler was written). However, the extra transformational power provided by our functional specification language allows us to generalise Page's work in a number of ways. Rather than synthesising a single parameterised processor our method allows one to generate a much more general architecture consisting of multiple communicating processors accessing a set of (potentially shared) hardware resources.
TECHNICAL DETAILS
The first step in the partitioning transformation is to define a partitioning function, π, specifying which SAFL functions are to be implemented directly in hardware and which are to be mapped to a processor for software execution. Automated partitioning is not the subject of this paper; we assume that π is supplied by the user. For expository purposes we initially describe a transformation where all processors are variants of a stack machine: Section 2.1 describes the operation of the stack machine and Section 2.2 shows how it can be encoded as a SAFL function; a compiler from SAFL to stack code is presented in Section 2.3. In Section 2.6.2
we generalise our partitioning transformation to a network of heterogenous processors. Let M be the set of processor instances used in the final design. We define a (partial) partitioning function π : SAFL function name M mapping the function definitions in our SAFL specification onto processors in M. π(f ) is the processor on which function f is to be implemented. If f / ∈ Dom(π) then we realise f in hardware, otherwise we say that f is located on machine π(f ). Note that multiple functions can be mapped to the same processor.
We extend π to a transformation function π : SAFL Program → SAFL Program such that given a SAFL program, P ,π(P ) is another SAFL program which respects the partitioning function π. 
In this example we see that g and k are implemented in hardware since g, k / ∈ Dom(π).π(P ) contains function definitions: M1, M2, IM1, IM2, g and k where M1 and M2 are processor instances and IM1 and IM2 are instruction memories (see Section 2.2).
The Stack Machine Template
Our stack machine can be seen as a cut-down version of both Landin's SECD machine [5] and Cardelli's Functional Abstract Machine [3] . Each instruction has an op-code field and an operand field n. The following instructions are defined:
PushC(n) push constant n onto the stack; PushV(n) push variable (from offset n into the current stack); PushA(n) push the value of the stack machine's argument an (see Section 2.2) to the stack; Squeeze(n) pop top value; pop next n values; re-push top value;
Return(n) pop result; pop link; pop n arguments; re-push result; branch to link;
Call Int(n) push address of next instruction onto stack and branch to address n; Jz(n) pop a value; if it is zero branch to address n; Jmp(n) jump to address n; Alu2(n) pop two values; do 2-operand builtin operation n on them and push the result;
Halt terminate the stack machine returning the value on top of the stack.
We define a family of instructions to allow the stack machine to call external functions:
Partitioning: (a) shows the call-graph of a SAFL specification, P ; (b) shows the call-graph ofπ(P ), where The stack machine template, SMT, is an abstract model of the stack machine parameterised on the code it will have to execute. Given a stack machine program, s, (i.e. a list of stack machine instructions as outlined above) SMT s is a stack machine instance: a SAFL function encoding a stack machine specialised for executing s. Our notion of a template is similar to a VHDL generic.
Stack Machine Instances
A stack machine instance, SMi ∈ M, is a SAFL function of the form:
fun SMi(a1, ..., an i , PC, SP) = ...
Arguments PC and SP are used to store the program counter and stack pointer respectively; a1, . . . , an i are used to receive arguments of functions located on SMi. Each stack machine instance is associated with an instruction memory function, IMi of the form:
fun IMi(address) = case address of 0 => instruction 0 | 1 => instruction 1 ... etc.
SMi calls IMi(PC) to load instructions for execution. For example, consider a stack machine instance, SM f ,h , where we choose to locate functions f (of arity 2) and h (of arity 3). Then n f,h = 3 yielding signature: SM f ,h (a1, a2, a3, PC, SP). IM f,h is an instruction memory containing compiled code for f and h. To compute the value of h(x, y, z) we invoke SM f ,h with arguments a1 = x, a2 = y, a3 = z, PC = ext hentry (h's external entry point-see Section 2.3) and SP = 0. Similarly to compute the value of f (x, y) we invoke SM f ,h with arguments a1 = x, a2 = y, a3 = 0, PC = ext f entry and SP = 0. Note how we pad the a-arguments with 0's since arity(f ) < 3.
The co-design of hardware and software means that instructions and ALU operations are only added to SMi if they appear in IMi. Parameterising the stack machine template in this way can considerably reduce the area of the final design since we remove redundant logic in each processor instance. We can consider many other areas of parameterisation. For example we can adjust the op-code width and assign opcodes to minimise instruction-decoding delay [12] . Figure 4 gives the SAFL code for a 16-bit stack machine instance 4 . An alu2 function, and an example stack machine program which computes triangular numbers is shown in Figure 3. Figure 2 gives a compilation function from SAFL to stack based code. Although the translation of many SAFL constructs is self-explanatory, the compilation rules for function definition and function call require further explanation:
Compilation to Stack Code

Compiling Function Definitions
The code generated for function definition fun f (x1, . . . , x k ) = e requires explanation in that we create 2 distinct entry points for f : fentry and ext fentry . The internal entry point, fentry , is used when f is invoked internally (i.e. with a Call Int instruction). The external entry point, ext fentry , is used when f is invoked externally (i.e. via a call to π(f ), the machine on which f is implemented). In this latter case, we simply execute k PushA instructions to push f 's arguments onto the stack before jumping to f 's internal entry point, fentry .
Compiling Function Calls
Suppose function g is in software (g ∈ Dom(π)) and calls function f . The code generated for the call depends on the location of f relative to g. There are three possibilities:
1. If f and g are both implemented in software on the same machine (f ∈ Dom(π) ∧ π(f ) = π(g)) then we simply push each of f 's arguments to the stack and branch to f 's internal entry point with a Call Int instruction. The Call Int instruction pushes the return address and jumps to fentry ; the compiled code for f is responsible for popping the arguments and link leaving the return value on the top of the stack.
2. If f is implemented in hardware (f / ∈ Dom(π)) then we push each of f 's arguments to the stack and invoke the hardware resource corresponding to f by means of a Call Ext f instruction. The Call Ext f instruction pops each of f 's arguments, invokes resource f and pushes f 's return value to the stack.
3. If f and g are both implemented in software but on different machines (f, g ∈ Dom(π) ∧ π(f ) = π(g)) then g needs to invoke π(f ) (the machine on which f is located). We push π(f )'s arguments to the stack: the arguments for f possibly padded by 0s (see Section 2.2) followed by the program counter PC initialised to ext f entry and the stack pointer SP initialised to 0. We then invoke π(f ) using a Call Ext π(f ) instruction.
The Partitioning Transformation
Having introduced the stack machine (Section 2.1) and the associated compilation function (Section 2.3) the details of the partitioning transformation,π, are as follows: Let P be the SAFL program we wish to transform using π. Let f be a SAFL function in P with definition d f of the form
We construct a partitioned programπ(P ) from P as follows:
1. For each function definition d f ∈ P to be mapped to hardware (i.e. f / ∈ Dom(π)) create a variant inπ(P ) which is as d f but for each call, g(e1, . . . , e k ):
If g ∈ Dom(π) then replace the call g( e) with a call: m(e1, . . . , e k , 0, . . . , 0,
where m = π(g), the stack machine instance on which g is located.
For each m ∈ M:
(a) Compile instruction sequences for functions located on m: where each instruction i is taken from MCodem.
(d) Generate a stack machine instance, SMT Codem and append it toπ(P ).
For each m ∈ M,π(P ) contains a corresponding processor instance and instruction memory function. Whenπ(P ) is compiled to hardware resource-awareness ensures that each processor definition function becomes a single processor and each instruction memory function becomes a single instruction memory. The remaining functions inπ(P ) are mapped to hardware resources as required. Function calls are synthesised into optimised communication paths between the hardware resources (see Figure 1c ).
Validity of Partitioning Functions
This section concerns some fine technical details-it can be skipped on first reading. We clarify the SAFL restriction on recursion 5 given in the Introduction as follows.
In order for a SAFL program to be valid, all recursive calls, including those calls which form part of mutually-recursive cycle, may only occur in tail-context. Non-recursive calls may appear freely.
This allows storage for SAFL variables to be allocated statically as tail recursion does not require the dynamic allocation of stack frames. Unfortunately, in general, a partitioning function, π, may transform a valid SAFL program, P , into an invalid SAFL program,π(P ), which does not satisfy the recursion restrictions. For example consider the following program, P bad : fun f(x) = x+1; fun g(x) = f(x)+2; fun h(x) = g(x+3);
Partitioning P bad with π = {(f, SM), (h, SM)} yields a new program,π(P bad ), of the form:
fun IM(PC) = ... fun SM(x,PC,SP) = ... let t = <top-of-stack> in g(t) ... fun g(x) = SM(x, <ext_f_entry>, 0) + 2; π(P bad ) has invalid recursion between g and SM. The problem is that the call to SM in the body of g is part of a mutuallyrecursive cycle and is not in tail-context. We therefore require a restriction on partitions π to ensure that if P is a valid SAFL program thenπ(P ) will also be a valid SAFL program. For the purposes of this paper we give the following sufficient condition:
π is a valid partition with respect to SAFL program, P , iff all cycles occurring the call graph ofπ(P ) already exist in the call graph of P , with the exception of self-cycles generated by direct tail-recursion.
Thus, in particular, new functions inπ(P )-i.e. stack machines and their instructions memories-must not have mutual recursion with any other functions.
Let σ, be an environment mapping variable names to stack offsets (offset 0 signifies the top of the stack). Let g be the name of the function we are compiling.
g σ gives an instruction list corresponding to g. (We omit g for readability in the following-it is only used to identify whether a called function is located on the same machine). We use the notation σ{x → n} to represent environment σ extended with x mapping to n. σ +n represents an environment constructed by incrementing all stack offsets in σ by n-i.e. σ +n (x) = σ(x) + n. ∅ is the empty environment. The infix operator @ appends instruction lists. Repeat(l, n) is l @ . . . @ l (n times); (this is used to generate instruction sequences to pad argument lists with 0s).
= let l and l be new labels in If we choose to map f to software our design will contain a processor and associated machine code consisting of a sequence of instructions representing multiply x and y, subtract 7, add 5 times x. However, consider transforming f with a single application of the fold-rule [2] :
i(x,y) = x*y-7 + 5*x f(x,y) = if x=0 then y else f(x-1, i(x,y))
Now mapping f to software and i to hardware leads to a software representation for f containing fewer instructions and a specialised processor with a x*y-7 + 5*x instruction.
Dealing with Heterogeneous Processors
So far we have only considered executing software on a network of stack machines. Our framework can be extended to handle a network of heterogeneous processors as follows: Let Templates be a set of processor templates (c.f. the stack machine template, SMT, in section 2.1).
Let Compilers be a set of compilers from SAFL to machine code for processor templates.
As part of the transformation process, the user now specifies two extra functions:
δ maps each processor instance, m ∈ M, onto a SAFL processor template and τ maps each m ∈ M onto an associated compiler. We then modify the transformation procedure described in Section 2.4 to generate a partitioned program, π δ,τ (P ) as follows: for each m ∈ M we generate machine code, MCodem, using compiler τ (m); we then use processor template, MT = δ(m), to generate processor instance MT MCodem and append this toπ δ,τ (P ).
Extending the SAFL Language
Recall that the SAFL language specifies that all recursive calls must be in tail-context. Since only tail-recursive calls are permitted, our silicon compiler is able to statically allocate all the storage needed for a SAFL program.
As an example of these restrictions consider the following definitions of the factorial function:
rfact(x) = if x=0 then 1 else x*rfact(x-1) ifact(x,a) = if x=0 then a else ifact(x-1,x*a) rfact is not a valid SAFL program since the recursive call is not in a tail-context. However the equivalent tail-recursive factorial function, ifact which uses a second argument to accumulate partial results is a valid SAFL program.
Although one can sometimes transform a non-tail recursive program into an equivalent tail-recursive one, this is not always easy or natural. The transformation of factorial into its tail-recursive equivalent is only possible because multiplication is an associative operator. Thus, in general we require a way of extending SAFL to handle general unrestricted recursion. Our partitioning transformation provides us with one way to do this: Consider a new language, SAFL+ constructed by removing the recursion restrictions from SAFL. We can use our partitioning transformation to transform SAFL+ to SAFL simply by ensuring that each function definition containing recursion other than in a tail-call context is mapped to software. Note that our compilation function (Figure 2 ) is already capable of dealing with general recursion without any modification.
CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
Source-level program transformation of a high level HDL is a powerful technique for exploring a wide range of architectural tradeoffs from an initial specification. The partitioning transformation outlined here is applicable to any hardware description language (e.g. VHDL or Verilog) given suitable compilation functions and associated processor templates. However, we believe that our methods are particularly powerful in the SAFL domain for two reasons:
• The functional properties of SAFL allow equational reasoning and hence make a wide range of transformations applicable (as we do not have to worry about side effects).
• The resource-aware properties of SAFL give fold/unfold transformations precise meaning at the design-level (e.g. we know that duplicating a function definition in the source is guaranteed to duplicate the corresponding resource in the generated circuit).
We are in the process of deploying the techniques outlined here as part of a semi-automated transformation system for SAFL programs. The goal of the project is to develop a framework in which a SAFL program can be systematically transformed to investigate a large number of possible implementations of a single specification. So far we have developed a library of transformations which allow us to represent a wide range of concepts in hardware design including: resource sharing/duplication, static/dynamic scheduling [9] and now hardware/software partitioning. In the future we plan to investigate how partial evaluation techniques [4] can be used to transform a processor definition function and its corresponding instruction memory function into a single unit with hardwired control. Although initial results have been promising, the project is still in its early stages. We are currently investigating ways of extending the SAFL language to make it more expressive without loosing too many of its mathematical properties. Our current ideas centre around adding synchronous communication and a restricted form of π-calculus [7] style channel passing. We believe that this will allow us to capture the semantics of I/O whilst maintaining the correspondence between high-level function definitions and hardware-level resources.
